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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, August 20
DoubleTree Hotel in Greentree

Agenda:
6:30 - 7:00 Early Bird Class with Brian Snyder – What Is Holding You Back?
7:00 - 8:00 Legal Education with Rob Xides
Keeping Your Money with Marty Schwartz – Learn how to keep your money;
it’s yours, don’t you want to keep it??
Properties For Sale – Members can present 1 property for sale to the group
Vendor Parade – get to see and meet all of the people who help us make
money as they introduce themselves before the break
8:00 - 9:00 INSURANCE - What you don’t know can cost you a lot of $$$$
Taught by Vendor Members: Rebecca Wanovich and Mike Walsh
See both sides of coin…



What coverage should you have and how to minimize your risk
And how to get the most out of your insurance if you have a disaster.

Self-Directed IRA
As many of you know, there are some serious advantages to having your retirement accounts in
a self-directed IRA. All self-directed means is that you have more investment choices. You are
not limited to stock and bond funds. In a self-directed account, you can invest in other
wonderful assets like gold and my favorite, real estate. To make matters even better the profits
that you make from investing are either tax deferred or tax free in the case of a Roth IRA. It
gets even better than that, you can also use your IRA to fund other people’s real estate; it’s an
advanced way of buying a note on a property, where you actually create the note. In my
program, when I borrow money to buy property, I build in some powerful safety catches that
make sure my lenders get a high rate of return on their investment. First off, like any
responsible investor, I will only allow my lenders to finance 75% of the after repaired value of
the property. That way if I am abducted by aliens, my investors still get the benefit of owning a
house well below market value. I also pay a very good rate of return on that money. If you
would like to learn more about self-directed IRA’s then click the link below:
http://self-directed-retirement.us
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New Benefit to REIA Members – We are Now a Part of a Travel Discount Club
I found a cruise for $69!!! One of the things I am always doing is working to find new benefits
for our club members. Well I found a really nice one. This is for any of us who travel. I am
always traveling to one place or another to attend some real estate boot camp or seminar.
Earlier this month I was in Florida at Ron LeGrand’s office. Next month, I will be in NJ to hear
Loral Langemeier speak. I have a trip to Orlando scheduled for October to attend a selfdirected IRA investor’s convention. I also got an invite to Brain Hanson’s mastermind group,
the event will be on some Caribbean Island at some date in the fall. Between hotels, airfare,
rental cars, etc, I spend a lot on my education. I also like vacations, so I was really excited when
I found a company that offers discount travel. I immediately signed up (special thanks to Jon
and Stephanie Iannotti for this one). Now WPREIA has its own travel porthole where we can
book travel and save money. I have compared it to booking flights on Kayak and it beat that
site by a large margin. Here’s the link, check it out:
http://top-travel-club.com
You can also look at the travel company as a separate home based business, but to be honest
that’s probably not a good fit for the majority of you. If you want to check and see for yourself,
this video explains the business: http://own-a-home-business.com

Bad Weeks
"Never confuse a single failure with a final defeat." ~ F. Scott Fitzgerald
I just had a week where absolutely nothing I did worked out. It didn’t matter what I did, all I
found were obstacles in my path. We all have weeks like this. For me, this week was
emotionally draining. I worked my tail off, and I have nothing to show for it. The only tangible
accomplishment I have to show for a 60+ hour week is a new driver’s license photo. That is
right, my only accomplishment this week was that I was able to go to the DMV and get my new
license made. This was truly a demoralizing week.
The important part of this week is the lesson. The lesson is about choices. I really only have two
choices after a week of total and complete failure. I can either keep moving forward and
working towards my goals, or I can quit. If I quit, all of my hard work is meaningless. If I keep
fighting to move toward my goals, then this horrible week is nothing more than a delay
between me and victory. For me the choice is simple, I will keep trying, I will keep fighting, I will
win eventually.
I know a lot of you struggle to get things going, and you face a lot of adversity. As real estate
investors we face a lot of challenges that normal people do not face. We have challenges with
friends and family who do not believe in what we are doing. We will call these people “dream
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stealers”. The dream stealers are just people who don’t have the confidence to do what we do.
They try to comfort themselves by projecting their fears on investors like us. For those of you
who still have jobs, there is also the crushing monotony of a W-2 job. You have to keep going
after the 40 hour work week and put in extra effort to get anything going.
Now that I have painted the entire world with doom and gloom, let me tell you what keeps me
going. I see the future. I do not see the future as it will be if I do nothing, that future is simply
unacceptable to me. I see the future where I have set my family up to be financially secure long
after I have passed into the next world. That future is worth thousands of terrible frustrating
unproductive weeks.

Pittsburgh REIA Daily Newspaper
Did you know the club has an online newspaper to keep you up to date with all of the market trends
that affect our industry? The newspaper is really just a collection of real estate related stories and
articles from major publications like the Wall Street journal (an annual subscription would cost you more
than $200), and well known investors. This newspaper is 100% free and available on the Pittsburgh REIA
website, but did you know it can also be delivered to your email on a daily basis?! To receive this
valuable resource for free all you need to do is follow the below link and hit the subscribe tab near the
upper right corner. Enjoy!
http://dailynewspaper.pittsburghreia.com
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My Legal Minute
As you all know, I am not a lawyer, and I offer no legal advice to anyone. Well, that last part is
not true, I do frequently tell people to call a lawyer and that is a form of legal advice.
So, I want to share my legal story of the month. Because of my vast network of real estate
investors, I get to hear a lot of real estate related legal tidbits. One of those really paid off this
month. I was involved in a deal where I was going to assign an option contract. I knew
something was a bit odd when the seller showed up at the closing with her lawyer and
disrupted our first attempt to close the deal. This is odd because the seller was getting
everything that he wanted from this deal. He was going to be able to sell his disaster of a house
at top dollar to a buyer who could fix it up and make a profit. This deal was a win for everyone.
A few weeks later, I learn from my buyer that my seller was about to close that same deal, but
this time, I was cut out of the middle. I was the person who put this deal together in the first
place and it was my contract with the buyer that we were going to close on. What my seller
had done was to rewrite my contract and sign it directly with the buyer. This is a legal no-no.
The legal term is called tortious interference with a contract. This is the statute you will be
sued under if you are ever foolish enough to try and circumvent a realtor’s contract on a listed
property. Below is the case and legal test to see if a contract has been interfered with.
In Prudential Ins. Co. of America v. Stella, 994 F. Supp. 318 (E.D. Pa. 1998), the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania laid out the four elements of a claim for
intentional interference with contractual relations under Pennsylvania law, as follows:
In order to prevail on a claim for interference with contractual relations, the plaintiff must
plead and prove four elements:
1) the existence of a contractual relation (i.e., the restrictive covenant);
2) the defendant's purpose or intent to harm the plaintiff by preventing the relation from
occurring;
3) the absence of any privilege or justification on the part of the defendant; and
4) damages resulting from the defendant's conduct.
In my case, I was able to explain the law and the eventual consequence of trying to walk around
me on a contract, and the seller figured out that he might want to reverse course and re-instate
the part where I get paid for putting the deal together. A little knowledge can be a very
profitable thing.
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Professional Real Estate Photography: A Frivolous Expense or Wise Investment?
Most successful real estate agents have a trusted professional real estate photographer in their
entourage. Working with a professional photographer offers competitive advantages such as
increased future listings, better property presentation, higher closing prices, differentiation in a
competitive market, and even a lighter to-do list. The reality is that there is a tremendous
amount of low hanging fruit in Western Pennsylvania for those that wish to move more
properties faster with higher margins by offering a better presentation to potential buyers.
Part of the recipe for success is improving online presentation of a property though superior
photographs.
Excellent photos help agents and sellers command higher prices for listings. The Wall Street
Journal reported that homes over $300k sell for $1,000 to $116,000 more at the closing table
when professional photography was used. A photo can literally be worth thousands of dollars.
Take a look at the example photos in this article. One photo was taken by an agent while the
other was taken professionally. Which photo demonstrates that this listing is worth almost a
million dollars?
Professional photography offers agents a shortcut to professional product presentation.
Anyone can bypass the expensive investment of money and time to achieve high quality
photography by hiring a real estate photographer that has already invested thousands of
dollars in professional equipment, software, countless hours in photography training and years
in accumulating experience and knowledge. The result is outstanding images that set the
intended tone of a property for potential buyers and usually makes for very happy clients.
In areas that are saturated with listings, professional photography can distinctly differentiate a
property from a similar listing. Pricing, characteristics, landscaping, and staging of a property
are important but if both listings have winning combinations of all four components, the
professional MLS photographs will highlight details that traditional digital photography cannot.
The photos will be the key to making the property more attractive than the competition next
door.
Sellers want to believe that their agent has an unquenchable thirst to earn them the highest
amount for their property. An agent’s choice to use professional photography helps to create
the perception of a polished and elite real estate marketing professional to investors and
sellers. This type of perceived caliber can win more future listings via referrals, showcase sales
prowess and demonstrate client dedication.
Potential home buyers judge on first impressions made in the first ten seconds and assume that
if a listing presentation is not outstanding, the property may be of low quality even if it is truly
superior. Looking at countless properties online is frustrating and faced with numerous sets of
gloomy and soft images with harsh on-camera flashes, many potential buyers skip over houses
that could be potential matches. Buyers can have short attention spans, especially if they are
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not ready to work with a realtor to find a property yet. Presenting transparent, inviting, sharp,
and well lit photos can be the catalyst that takes a potential buyer from curious to serious and
the photography ends up paying for itself.
There are downsides to using professional photography. Typically the agent invests in the
photography and it is an up-front cost burden. Arranging for a photographer to shoot an
interior may require a few minutes of administrative work and it is a very real possibility that
the agent will be spending more time on the phone and computer answering property inquiries
from potential buyers. Overall the benefits outweigh the costs and the most expensive cost is
a missed opportunity.
What do you think? Is investing in better presentation a frivolous expense or wise investment?
Pennsylvania Real Estate Photography is offering the first 5 agents/investors free property
photography so contact us today at 301-471-2556 or
www.pennsylvaniarealestatephotography.com.

Who Wants $100 + a FREE 1 Year Membership?
We are holding a contest between now and the end of the year. What you need to do to enter
is simple. Submit a video, explaining why someone should join a real estate investment club.
Talk about why you joined, and what you get from the club. Be creative, be silly, just be
yourself. Videos should be between 30 seconds and 2 minutes long and should be emailed to
pittsburghreia@aol.com by November 30th. The winner will be revealed at the December
meeting.
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Pittsburgh Rents Reach Highest Level in More than a Decade
This is from a larger article about how shale and natural gas were driving home markets. Good
time to be a real estate investor in Pittsburgh!
Demand for new energy production components has driven an uptick in manufacturing activity
in the Pittsburgh area. This growth has resulted in strong conditions for the industrial real
estate sector in particular - but also across other commercial real estate sectors. Leasing
demand from natural gas and other energy-related companies is helping to bolster the
Pittsburgh office market, where rents are at their highest level in more than a decade. In fact,
the Pittsburgh market is outpacing national growth in rents and occupancy, in large part due to
the energy sector according to JLL

Marketing Tip #8 - Direct Mail
From the Facebook page of Kathy Kennebrook

I personally love direct mail because it is unique in that there is no other marketing technique
out there where you have the kind of control that you do with direct mail. For example:
1. You can cultivate the exact type of lead you are looking for in the specific area or price range
you are looking for.
2. You can control the number of pieces going out, when they go out, and specifically to whom
they are targeted.
3. You can create a response mechanism within the body of your letter so that you get the
specific response you want from the seller or customer.
4. It is very easy to “crank up” your mailing machine or pull it back depending on what your
personal situation or goal is.
5. You can create more solid leads using fewer of your marketing dollars thus leaving you more
dollars for other marketing you might want to do.
6. You can create a solid successful direct mail campaign even if you have a very limited budget
to work with.
7. It is very easy to track the success and response rate of the direct mail campaigns you have
created.
8. These mailings are very residual, potential sellers or customers will hold on to them until
they need your service.
9. You will reach prospective sellers or customers who might not ever learn about you
otherwise.
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Senator Takes another Stab at Flood Insurance Rollback
By Ted Cushman

After a public outcry from homeowners in flood-prone areas, lawmakers from coastal states
and districts have been working to postpone sharp increases in flood insurance premiums that
will otherwise start taking effect. Louisiana Senator Mary Landrieu was frustrated last month in
her attempt to attach an amendment to a farm policy bill that would have postponed rate
increases for already-insured homeowners, and required FEMA to re-study the issue.
This month Senator Landrieu is trying again, reports Congress-watching newsletter The Hill
("Landrieu inserts controversial flood insurance provision into spending bill," by Erik Wasson).
"Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) on Tuesday revealed that her 2014 Homeland Security spending bill
includes a policy rider that delays increases in flood insurance premiums for one year," The Hill
reports, noting, "Congress approved those hikes last year in an NFIP reauthorization bill."
It's a little more complicated than that, however. While the "Biggert-Waters" reform bill
reauthorizing the FEMA-run National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) did pass with large bipartisan majorities last year, Representatives and Senators now say they did not anticipate the
scale of the insurance hikes. Even Congresswoman Maxine Waters, one of the authors of the
bill, says she didn't expect such big rate increases, and she signed a letter to FEMA
Administrator Craig Fugate last month urging the agency to postpone and moderate the
premium hikes.
The Hill says Landrieu based her moratorium on a similar measure that passed the House
recently with large majorities from both parties: "She said the language, which is still not public
though the subcommittee approved the bill, is based on provisions in the House spending bill
for the Department of Homeland Security." Said Landrieu: "I've included some language based
on what was passed in the House by a large bipartisan vote to delay only for one year the flood
insurance rate increase for grandfathered properties. There is no cost to this bill, nothing was
taken out of this bill to pay for it."
For homeowners in the high-hazard flood zone, the threat of insurance premiums higher than
their mortgage payments — perhaps as high as $30,000 per year, for coverage that is capped at
$250,000 and is full of exclusions and limitations — has triggered howls of outrage. But it's not
clear that the actual premium increase for most policyholders will be nearly as drastic as press
reports speculate. Tom Costello, owner of OBPM Construction, Inc., in Ocean Beach, New
Jersey, told Coastal Contractor in June, "They threw that $30,000 number out there, but we
have not been able to substantiate that. We've been through the flood insurance rating
manual, and I don't know where that number came from, but it was a scare tactic. There might
be some instance where you're going to hit that $30,000, but we have not been able to figure it
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out. It could happen, but you'd have to be in the VE zone, with a fully enclosed foundation,
below the Base Flood Elevation — it's gotta be the perfect storm."
But for now, confusion reigns in the coastal communities where new flood maps, combined
with new flood insurance rates, have thrown everybody's calculations into doubt. Even if
Landrieu's proposed moratorium takes effect, premiums would eventually rise. But if the House
and Senate can come to terms on a delay in the proposed hikes, at least coastal homeowners
will have another year to figure it out.

New Membership Cards Are Available
Our club membership cards are now plastic with the Pittsburgh skyline silhouette and barcodes.
The new cards will be available for pickup at the August meeting, if you haven’t already picked
yours up. These new cards and lanyards are free, however, in an effort to refrain from
increasing membership dues, replacement cards or lanyards will be $5.

RealSTATs Reports
Below are links to the most recent STATs on the metropolitan Pittsburgh housing market,
furnished by vendor member RealSTATs:
2013-05NewVsExistingSTATs.pdf
2013-06NewVsExistingSTATs.pdf
2013-06NewVsExistingSTATsReport.pdf

Want to Get More Involved?
It’s exciting to see so many of YOU volunteering to get more involved! You’ll be receiving more
information this fall as the subcommittees form. If you’ve not yet signed up, it’s not too late,
take this quick survey to express the area(s) you’re interested in… WPREIA Involvement
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OHIO TOWNSHIP HOME DEPOT
PRO APPRECIATION EVENT
AUGUST 27th and AUGUST 28th
7 am until 11 am

THANK
YOU
ALL Pro customers are welcome to join us
as a chance for Home Depot to thank you
for your loyal business.

The new Pro Loyalty Program – Pro Xtra – will
be launching and we want you to know
first-hand all about it!

In addition to learning about Pro Xtra there will
be demonstrations on the new Pro App that is
available for iPhone and Android!

Home Depot will provide
food, beverages and giveaways.
Special merchandise buys and delivery
and credit promotions will also be
available!
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Issues in Fungal Assessment and Remediation
By Mark Hodgson, LRSC
Director, Indoor Air Quality
New York Regional Office
and
By Barbara J. Woodhull, CIH, CSP
Senior Project Manager
New York Regional Office

INTRODUCTION
Indoor mold can be a significant issue for building owners and tenants alike. Though it's not a
new problem—there are references to it in the Bible, and evidence of fungal growth in the
pharaohs' tombs—reports of microbial building contamination are on the rise. Changing
building practices and a larger population have increased the incidence of indoor fungal
contamination, and its health and financial impacts are becoming more clearly understood.
Changing Building Practices
Building materials and construction methods have changed. And the practice of building on
wetlands, the increase of populations in tropical and sub-tropical climates, and the need to
control energy consumption and reduce maintenance costs all contribute to an increase in
microbial growth indoors. Contamination also spreads more easily throughout buildings
employing common heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems.
Health and Financial Impacts
Potential health effects most commonly associated with indoor fungal amplification are allergic
reactions and mycotoxicosis. Fungi remain both allergenic and toxigenic regardless of their
viability, as both living and dead fungi can elicit a response in a sensitized individual. Microbial
contamination can also have long-lasting, negative financial impacts on future property
transactions and building operations. The costs of extensive remediation include lost rent and
interruptions to tenants. Adverse publicity regarding microbial contamination may lead tenants
to seek a reduction in rent or discourage potential tenants from leasing space.
FUNGAL GROWTH INDOORS
Fungi are ubiquitous in the environment, propagate by release of spores or vegetative growth,
and may be capable of regenerating from hyphal fragments (microscopic filaments). Fungi are
nourished by digesting the substrate material on which they are growing. Fungal propagules,
nutrient sources, and suitable growing temperatures can be present in almost all buildings.
Food Sources
Fungi food sources include most organic substrates, including both living and dead matter.
Common building materials such as gypsum wallboard, carpeting, wood, ceiling tiles, and latex-
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based paints, can provide a food source for fungi. Biologically inert building materials, such as
concrete, brick, metals, and fiberglass, cannot support fungal growth; however, dirt trapped
within these materials or on the surface can support fungal growth. Vinyl wall-coverings, which
are biologically inert, can provide a food source for fungal growth when they are installed using
starch-based adhesives.
Temperature
The temperature range in which fungi will grow is broad, between minus 40 and 140 °F,
although the optimal growth range is closer to the temperatures commonly found in the indoor
environment. Temperatures affect which fungal species are present, as well as their growth
rate. The range of temperature provided for human comfort presents an optimal growth range
for many thousands of species of fungi.
Moisture
Water in the form of either free water or humidity is the additional requirement for fungal
growth. Generally, more water is required to initiate fungal growth than to maintain it, and
fungal growth rates decline when available water is reduced through drying of the substrate.
When drying eventually stops fungal growth, fungi enter a state of dormancy, remaining viable
for prolonged periods until conditions become favorable for re-growth.
Different fungal species are capable of initiating and sustaining growth at different water
activity levels. Xerotolerant (tolerant of dry conditions) fungi require only elevated relative
humidity to initiate growth. Hydrophilic (water loving) fungi are capable of growth only after
prolonged and extensive wetting. The common factor is the presence of moisture inside
buildings. An evaluation of fungal growth in a building is often more accurately described as an
evaluation of water ingress.
REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES
There are currently no federal regulations pertaining to fungal contamination of buildings, and
few states are in the process of developing regulations. California has passed legislation, and
Texas, Maryland, and New York are presently developing regulations applicable to fungal
growth in the indoor environment.
Three nationally recognized guidelines are applicable to the evaluation and remediation of
fungal contamination in buildings:
1. In 1989, the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)
introduced its publication, Bioaerosols: Assessment and Control. The 1999 update to this
publication presented major changes in assessment protocols and microbial remediation
work practices and procedures. In its 1999 publication, the ACGIH also rescinded previously
published numerical guidelines for interpretation of microbial air sample results.
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2. In 1992, the New York City Department of Health published its Guidelines for the
Assessment and Remediation of Stachybotrys atra (chartarum). Reissued in April 2000 as
Guidelines on Assessment and Remediation of Fungi in Indoor Environments, this
document was revised to include all fungal amplification in indoor-occupied spaces,
regardless of fungal species. Some changes were also made regarding remediation
techniques, and in the removal of previous references to guidelines for assessing fungal
contamination based on a numerical limit for airborne Stachybotrys chartarum.
3. In 2001, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) published its Mold
Remediation in Schools and Commercial Buildings. This document is the most liberal,
allowing microbial remediation activities to be performed by in-house personnel rather
than specialist contractors, and is the least stringent in terms of worker protection
requirements.
All three documents agree on these points:
• Visible fungal growth should not be present in indoor occupied space regardless of taxa.
• The appropriate response to the presence of visible fungal growth on porous materials is
removal of the material.
• The method used to remove the affected material is dependent upon the surface area of
visible fungal growth, with increasing levels of containment and personal protective
equipment required as the area of contaminated material increases.
All of the guidelines agree that complete removal of all fungal amplification is required, that
remaining areas should be cleaned to remove all visible dust, and sources of water incursion
identified and repaired.
Most guidelines suggest that approximately 2 feet of additional visibly clean building material
be removed beyond the limits of the visible contamination. The reason for this is to remove
growth structures that may be present and not visible at the time of remediation.
FUNGAL ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION
Fungal growth takes on varying appearances. Older growth may be a contiguous mat of fungi
covering all of the substrate. Newer or more recent fungal growth tends to be in discrete, often
pinhead-sized colonies. Older growth may have several orders of magnitude more fungal
material than newer growth.
In determining the extent of fungal contamination, one of the major problems is visibility.
Frequently, only a fraction is visible, with much of the fungal growth structure deep in the
substrate material. Or the fungal growth may be in areas where it cannot be clearly seen, such
as inside wall cavities, or under vinyl wall-coverings or sub-floor systems. Much of the
contamination may not become evident until remediation is underway, or until an extensive
destructive evaluation is performed.
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Cumulative surface area is another important consideration in assessing the extent of
contamination and appropriate level of remediation. A small area of fungal growth may not
appear to require a high level of containment, but a room with multiple such areas, when
considered collectively, may suggest the very highest containment levels. When cumulative
surface area is not taken into account, a mold remediation project begun as a small task with
minimal protection in a localized area may end up requiring re-evaluation and full containment
with differential pressurization and work stoppage. The risk is that personnel and occupants
may be exposed to increased levels of fungi when a small remediation job started by in-house
personnel becomes a large-scale operation.
WHY REMEDIATE?
Two of the most frequently asked questions are "Why does the mold-contaminated material
have to be removed?" and "Why can't we just use biocides, wash the wall with bleach, or
encapsulate?"
Much fungal contamination is partially or entirely hidden from view, and therefore difficult to
eradicate through surface treatment. The mycotoxins produced by some fungi are present in
both the spores and hyphae, with the hyphae being impregnated deep into the substrate
material and often not easily reached by biocides or removed by wiping the surface.
Fungi produce mycotoxins as part of an effort to dominate the local environment and prevent
the introduction of other species of fungi or bacteria. To accomplish this, mycotoxins are
secreted into the substrate along with digestive enzymes. Materials such as gypsum wallboard
on which fungi are growing, become a reservoir of mycotoxins.
There are also structural reasons to remediate. Materials supporting fungal growth are often
water-damaged and, therefore, significantly degraded. For example, gypsum wallboard
installed as part of a fire-rated structure may have lost structural integrity, or may no longer be
fire-rated.
PREVENTION AND PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
The most obvious course of action is to ensure that a building does not become water damaged
in the first place. Water damage is often a function of inadequate or deferred maintenance,
which can lead to such problems as leaky roofs or poorly operating air handling systems—
significant contributors to moisture incursion. Accidents and natural disasters may also cause
water damage, but can be mitigated through a rapid and appropriate response. Another way to
avoid water damage is to avoid purchasing a building already suffering from it.
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Basic maintenance activities, such as changing filters, cleaning cooling coils, cleaning
condensate collection pans, and keeping drain lines clean and clear of accumulated debris, help
keep moisture and fungi out of buildings. Correct operation of the air-handling units is a major
contributor in maintaining the correct pressurization of a building and, therefore, reduces
potential for water vapor incursion.
Water should also be kept out of buildings by design, and during construction and renovation.
Careful review of new building designs can eliminate some of the potential for moisture
incursion by identifying where incursion and microbial contamination could occur. So-called
'value engineering' to save money during construction is often associated with later failure
conditions: increased operational costs down the line, moisture incursion, and mold growth.
Carefully selecting building materials, correctly installing vapor barriers and flashing, and
avoiding the use of barrier materials, such as vinyl wall-coverings, on perimeter walls, all
contribute to preventing indoor fungal contamination.
When water damage is due to a natural or manmade disaster, prompt drying action can help
prevent rampant fungal growth. Rapid drying by a professional drying company can save
potentially thousands of dollars in remediation costs. Deciding early in the process which
materials can be saved and which have to be disposed of can also help control costs down the
line. Disaster planning and disaster recovery plans should include establishing relationships with
suitable contractors prior to a disaster.
In a property transaction, a purchaser should ascertain that he is not acquiring a property
already suffering from moisture incursion and fungal growth problems. Many companies
request pre-purchase indoor air quality evaluations that include inspection for fungal
contamination. Some companies are expanding on the optional components of the American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Phase I Pre-Purchase Environmental Audit to include
mold as one of the criteria.
PLANNING FOR REMEDIATION
Disturbing microbial-contaminated materials outside of containment will turn what may be a
small, localized repair into a building-wide issue. Even starting a remediation project before the
full extent of contamination is known and the source of the water has been identified and
corrected may result in significant additional costs and time delays.
Performed properly by experienced contractors, a microbial remediation project can be
completed in a timely, efficient, and minimally intrusive way. The parties typically involved are:
• The Consultant
• The General Contractor
• The Remediation Contractor
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Each party has a separate, but equally important, role to play in the process, and it is important
to keep the parties independent of each other. Avoiding a conflict of interest, particularly
between the consultant and the remediation contractor, is key to ensuring the overall success
of a remediation project.
The consultant should establish the extent of the contamination, including defining the scope of
remediation work to be performed, types of work practice controls required, worker personal
protective equipment, and design of the project. Generally, this is accomplished by developing
a project technical specification and work plan. The function of the specification is to protect
the personnel performing the work, protect the building and adjacent spaces during the work,
define the scope of the work, and provide a space suitable for reoccupancy. For larger projects,
it is helpful to have the consultant provide oversight of the remediation contractor's work,
including performing final clearance inspections and testing.
The remediation contractor is responsible for constructing containments, removing and
disposing of contaminated material, cleaning the space, and then removing the containment.
The general contractor is responsible for reconstruction of the affected space following
remediation, and returning the space to its pre-loss condition.
DEFINING A SUCCESSFUL REMEDIATION
The simplest definition of a successful remediation is reoccupancy without subsequent
complaints or reported symptoms associated with fungal contamination. The ACGIH document
is the most specific in presenting steps towards achieving this goal. Three objectives are
essential to any remediation project and to judging the success of the effort:
• There should be no microbially contaminated materials remaining in the space. This is
generally measured by the absence of any remaining visible fungal growth on any material.
• The space must be cleaned using high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-filtered vacuum
cleaners and damp wiping to attain a zero (0) visible dust standard, as described in the
ASTM Standard E1368-90. This includes all surfaces in the work area.
• Air samples collected inside the work area should show concentrations of fungi similar to
those in samples collected outdoors. In addition, the rank order and biodiversity of taxa in
the indoor environment should be similar to the rank order and biodiversity in the outdoor
air. If indoor and outdoor results are different, it is an indication of potential fungal
reservoirs still present within the work area, requiring further remediation.
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SUMMARY
Fungal contamination in occupied spaces in a building can have negative health and financial
impacts. The costs of cleanup, remediation, and reconstruction are high, and often represent a
daunting challenge to occupants and owners.
Careful attention to maintenance and pre-planning will limit the risks due to either
deterioration or disaster. If fungal contamination does occur, the best advice is to seek
professional assistance.
The guidance documents referred to in this article are all subject to interpretation, but do
provide a far better foundation for understanding the fungal assessment, evaluation, and
remediation process than the guidelines available as recently as 10 years ago. As time goes on,
these guidelines will probably be further refined and updated by the respective organizations
and agencies.
For additional information regarding this article, contact Mr. Hodgson at 732.225.6040, ext. 222 or by e-mail
mhodgson@claytongrp.com or Ms. Woodhull at 732.225.6040, ext. 252 or by e-mail bwoodhull@claytongrp.com.

Charity Bike Ride
Pittsburgh native, Brian Dankis, will be doing a 418 mile bike ride to raise money to help cover medical
expenses for his life-long friend’s brother, Mike DeMore, who has been diagnosed with cancer of the
mouth. The bike ride starts on August 26th in Harrisonburg, Virginia and ends on August 29th at
DeMore’s Pizza in Millvale, Pennsylvania. If you’d like to read more about Mike’s story, follow the link
below. Here’s Brian’s bike course – what a dedicated friend:
Day 1 - Harrisonburg VA to Skyline Resort 101 miles. The last 40 miles of day one will be an uphill climb
of the Blue Ridge Mountains with close to 8000 feet of ascent.
Day 2 - Skyline Resort to Cumberland MD 106 miles
Day 3 - Cumberland MD to Altoona PA 78 miles
Day 4 - Altoona PA to Millvale 110 Miles
You can donate on behalf of Brian's bike ride by any amount of your choosing. A flat $ amount or an
example of 1 cent per mile would be $4.18. Read More
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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